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Qarbon is a premier supplier of Presentation Software. Qarbon offers an expanding, comprehensive line of products and services for both enterprises and individuals. 
The common theme of all products is top quality design and ease of use enabling anyone to create, manage, and deliver visually rich, compelling, and reliable content.

Create a Symphony from your e-Learning data.

Like a Symphony, Composica Enterprise orchestrates your e-Learning development, 
enabling your team to work together like an orchestra, to deliver the best courses.

    Create          Organize       Collaborate     Publish        Integrate

Composica Enterprise gives you everything your e-Learning develop-
ment team needs to create high-quality, stimulating e-Learning 
courses:

    The power of the Web
    Desktop-like user-interface
    Collaboration-friendly environment
    100% programming-free

Lets Hear It for Collaboration!

Authors. Designers. Subject Matter experts. Reviewers.  Whether you 
sit in the same office or are a world apart, Composica is a top-grade 
groupware environment.  Each team member can access the 
centrally-located project using only a web browser, and work simulta-
neously in real-time collaboration with the others.

Ready. Set. Create.

With its intuitive desktop “look and feel”, you will feel right at home 
as Composica brings you a world of creative instructional possibilities:

    Alluring interactivity features
    Highly customizable e-Learning activities
    Exciting visual effects
    Dynamic navigation options

Composica lets you choose, change, add and modify at will, making 
every element of every course you create truly your own.  

Reuse and Reuse and Reuse

Composica saves you hours of time and effort by letting you save, 
catalog and reuse any element of every project you create.

    Reusable learning objects, assets, themes and widgets
    Central repository
    Design and logic inheritance

Integration That Puts It All Together

Composica is fully SCORM 2004 compliant.  It integrates seamlessly 
with ay standard Learning Management System to pass on perfor-
mance data.  It also helps you create extended course-related meta-
data that your LMS can use to better categorize and distribute the 
content for future use.

PowerPoint Import

Authors are able to choose specific 
slides to import, the size and 
position of the slides on pages, 
whether to transform slide notes 
and comments to tasks.

Mind Games

The term Serious Games represents 
a new way to conduct tests and 
assessments in an engaging, friend-
lier, and more motivational 
environment. Authors can now 
implement serious gaming with five 
fully customizable Mind Games.

Projects can be published to:

    Web Server
    Zip File
    SCORM  1.2 Content Package
    SCORM 2004 Content Package
    Executable Application
    Installation Package

Publishing Formats

    800 MHz processor
    128 MEG RAM
    Windows 98 / 2000 / XP / 2003
    Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher
    1024x768 Resolution

Author System Requirements

New! Composica 3.0

Online Collaboration

Get all your e-Learning Team in 
sync, wherever they are located. 

Easy Authoring

Our totally WYSIWYG tool is 100% 
programming free. 

Stunning output

Composica produces exciting 
visual effects and seamlessly 
integrates Viewlets.

    Completely web based (AJAX).
    No plug-ins of any form are 
    required.

    Rich web-based WYSIWYG     
    authoring  environment.

    Groupware authoring with 
    task- management.

    Entirely programming-free.

    Unique fast-editing approach.

    Variety of interactive features         
    such as Drag & Drop questions, 
    Hot Spots etc.

    Exciting visual effects.

    Dynamic navigation elements.

    Powerful assessment 
    capabilities.

    Instant preview.
 
    Fully SCORM Compliant

    Publish anywhere, 
    LMS/online/offline/CD.

    LMS Notifications via PENS

Key Features

The Best of All Worlds
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